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Before you start, ask yourself…

What is 
my GOAL?

Persuade or 
inform?



How can I 
convince them?

Mode of 
influence?



Who is my 
AUDIENCE?
Scientists or 

public?



What is my
KEY message?

SOCO/call 
to action?
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ANALYZE & 
UNDERSTAND 
YOUR 
AUDIENCE
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Analyze your audience

 To craft the proper message, you must first identify your 
targeted audiences
 The groups you are trying to inform and influence with your message

 Identify sub-populations, target segments of the population

 Share characteristics: demographic, geography, culture, beliefs, or behaviors

 The more you know about your targeted audiences, the better 
you will be at creating messages that will be relevant, 
understandable, convincing, and actionable

 Goal: Identify distinct groups of individuals that shared similar 
beliefs regarding an issue (for us: vaccination) 
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Example of sub-populations

Source: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oi1oKKelGWJGEM8ZU5qFgSc3OA55C55T/edit#slide=id.p9

The Unconcerned…
Consider a risk or threat low priority 
and do not believe they are at risk 
of harm

The Poorly Reached…
Have limited or difficult access to 
health services, resources, or care

The Hesitant…
Are unsure if they are at risk or are 
concerned about the value or safety 
of public health recommendations

The Active Resisters’…
Personal, cultural, religious, or other 
beliefs cause them to actively resist 
or not comply with public health 
recommendations 
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Primary and secondary audience(s)

Primary audience(s):
Affected people

 Those who are the highest 
priority for your communication 
efforts, often because they are or 
may become most affected by 
the health threat or risk

 Those you hope to inform and 
influence

Source: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oi1oKKelGWJGEM8ZU5qFgSc3OA55C55T/edit#slide=id.p9

Secondary audiences:
Advocates

 The organizations and people who 
can help you reach or influence 
your primary audience(s) to take 
recommended public health 
actions

 Healthcare professionals, 
religious/spiritual leaders, 
community leaders, advocates
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Immediate audiences for risk communication

Source: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oi1oKKelGWJGEM8ZU5qFgSc3OA55C55T/edit#slide=id.p9

 Directly affected
People, groups, communities known to 
have been affected by a health risk, 
threat, or hazard

 Possibly affected
People, groups and communities that 
could have been or will be affected by 
a health threat, risk, or hazard

 General or broader public
Overall population in a country, 
community, or other geographic area

 Healthcare providers & influencers
Those who provide healthcare or 
influence health decisions
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Role of culture in risk communication

 Definition: Complex set of values, ideas, assumptions, beliefs, 
and symbols that shape the social norms and behavior of a 
population, community or group

 Affects how people understand and respond to a health 
threat or risk
 Especially true if the harm or risk involves a new or previously unknown 

health threat
 Cultural factors affect or may affect the way people respond 

to health messages and recommendations

Source: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oi1oKKelGWJGEM8ZU5qFgSc3OA55C55T/edit#slide=id.p9
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Elements of audience analysis

Source: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oi1oKKelGWJGEM8ZU5qFgSc3OA55C55T/edit#slide=id.p9

DEMOGRAPHICS
 Age
 Gender
 Languages spoken & read
 Education & reading level
 Income level

CULTURE

 Religious beliefs

 Cultural norms and 
values, beliefs, & practices

HEALTH LITERACY

 Health information 
sources used & trusted

 Health-related knowledge, 
concerns, beliefs, & current 
behaviors

 Level of trust in public health 
agencies 

TIE TO EVENT

 Relationship to health 
threat

 Psychological connection to threat 
or emergency
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Questions audiences have during health crisis

Source: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oi1oKKelGWJGEM8ZU5qFgSc3OA55C55T/edit#slide=id.p9

Audience Immediate primary concerns
Survivors or people directly 
affected

What should I do? Will I need medical care?

Public Does this affect me? How concerned should I 
be?

People who may be affected How do I determine if this affects me?

News media What happened? Why? How many are 
affected?

Healthcare providers How do you diagnose it? How do you treat it?

Politicians What is going on? What is going to happen?

Trade and industry How will this affect our operations and 
workers?
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Questions to ask/answer as you prepare

 Is this a health threat or risk that would be of concern to this audience?
 What are their current beliefs and behaviors regarding this issue?
 Where would they go for information and guidance regarding this issue?
 What would be their concerns when it comes to this issue?
 What are they likely to believe regarding their risk? Will they believe they 

are at risk?
 What is their current awareness and understanding of this issue?
 Who would they most trust when it comes to information about this issue?
 What are their attitudes and opinions regarding your organization?

Source: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oi1oKKelGWJGEM8ZU5qFgSc3OA55C55T/edit#slide=id.p9



Zoom poll 5: There is a health crisis. As you prepare to craft 
messages, what information would be useful for you to have? 

1. Information about who has been affected or could be affected
2. Situation or behavioral factors known or believed to increase risk
3. Information about the health-related beliefs and perceptions of those who are 

or could be affected
4. All of these would be helpful for developing messages
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MODES OF 
INFLUENCE
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Challenges

“Behavioral economists have shown that irrationalities and self-
thwarting tendencies pervade human decision making.”1

1 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2866725/
2 https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/jep.12356

Ethical challenge: Is trying to persuade someone ethical?2
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Modes of influence

COERCION PERSUASION

Least effective  Most effective

MANIPULATION
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Modes of influence examples
 It’s the law/requirement 
 In France, you can’t go to a restaurant unless 

you show your vaccine card
 Consequence for non-compliance 
 Being fined for not wearing your mask in 

public (135 euros)

COERCION

MANIPULATION

PERSUASION Altruism, the greater good
 Giving blood
 Donating organs

 Fear
 Graphic cigarette packages

 Money or other incentives
 Incentivizing someone to get vaccinated
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Krispy Kreme giving vaccinated 
customers a free doughnut 

every day of the year (March, 
24, 2021)

Michigan Vax-a-Million 
campaign

• 94% jump in vax among 
16/17-year-olds

• 46% increase among 
18/19-year-olds

• 55% increase among 
20/49-year-olds

Detroit Free Press, July 1,2021

Incentive examples
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Incentive examples

France: 60 million appointments to get vaccinated since start of 
mandate (as of 8/3/2021)*

*https://about.doctolib.fr/vaccination/statistiques.html#chiffres_cles
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What’s the best way?

People in France protest against vaccine 
mandates, August 2021

“Persuasion is generally 
viewed as a positive force, 
used to produce positive 
outcomes by fostering one’s 
free choice. To persuade 
someone usually means to 
awaken in this person a 
desire towards a particular 
course of action.”*

*https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/jep.12356

Persuasion = choice
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COMPONENTS 
OF PERSUASIVE 
MESSAGES
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Focus on these two issues

What your audience wants 
to know and cares about

WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME 
(WIIFM)?

What your answer 
should stress

BENEFITS
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Example

“Getting vaccinated lets you do more of the things you love. Once 
you are fully vaccinated, you can resume most activities without 
wearing a mask.”

www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/vaccine/vaxkeymessages.pdf
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Example

“You can help stop the pandemic by getting a COVID- 19 vaccine. 
Getting vaccinated against COVID-19 will be one of the best ways to 
protect yourself and everyone around you. The more people who 
get vaccinated against COVID-19, the better it is for everyone. 

“Getting vaccinated lets you do more of the things you love. Once 
you are fully vaccinated, you can resume most activities without 
wearing a mask.”

www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/vaccine/vaxkeymessages.pdf
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Aristotle’s rhetorical triangle

Writer/speaker’s
ETHICS/CREDIBILITY/

TRUST

Use of 
LOGIC/REASON

Appeal to audience’s
EMOTION

ETHICS
Influences audience through 
your credibility as a speaker 
(“Fauci Effect”)

LOGIC
Uses reason supported by 
data & information (hard 
facts, statistics, testimony)

FEELINGS, EMOTIONS
Makes audience feel 
empathy and 
motivation to act 
(appeals to our basic 
social, biologic, & 
psychologic needs, 
wants, & desires)
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Aristotle’s modified triangle

Writer/speaker’s/CDC
ETHICS/CREDIBILITY/TRUST

Use of 
LOGIC/REASON

Appeal to audience’s
EMOTION

KEY Message/
SOCO

EMOTION/
MOTIVATION CALL TO ACTION
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Persuasive communication: SOCO
 Goal: Influence and change thinking, 

behavior, and beliefs
 Usually has 3 components

1. KEY message
2. Emotional component (motivation)
3. Call to action
 Call to action attributes:
 Short, clear, simple, concrete, forceful, 

actionable, practical, easy to remember
 Convinces/compels audience to change

SOCO = Single Overriding Communication Objective

Example

Measles is preventable 
[key message]. To make 
sure you and your loved 
ones are protected 
[emotion], get 
vaccinated [call to 
action]
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Which component(s) will you use?

KEY MESSAGE EMOTION

CALL TO ACTION



Zoom poll 6: Which one of these are NOT good calls to action (there 
may be more than one answer). Context: current COVID-19 pandemic.

1. When using public transport, don’t stay close to the other passengers
2. People should use a mask when outside
3. Wash your hands
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Messages evaluation

1. When using public transport, 
don’t stay close to the other 
passengers
 Not actionable, not practical, use of 

negative, not compelling

2. People should use a mask 
when outside
 Not forceful, not clear (use?), not 

compelling

3. Wash your hands
 Not clear, not practical?, not 

actionable?, not compelling

CALL TO ACTION ATTRIBUTES
 Short
 Clear
 Simple
 Concrete
 Forceful
 Actionable
 Practical
 Easy to remember
 Convinces/compels audience 

to change
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Your turn: Where is the emotional component?

Singapore MOH
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SOME 
CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR PERSUASIVE 
MESSAGES
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Emotional 
component: 

Be careful!

 May not be 
necessary
 Depends on 

audience
 Use positive 

emotions
 Don’t overdo it
 Best used in 

moderation
 Can backfire
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If you use visuals

 Show positive visuals 
 Don’t show images of 

people suffering
 If vaccine-related, don’t 

show needles
 You can use drawings 

instead
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Stay focused: 
One issue and one message at the time
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Address 
audience 
directly (me, 
you) and 
mention 
benefit



Zoom poll 7: Is this a good SOCO?
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ATTRIBUTES OF 
A GOOD 
MESSAGE
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Crafting your persuasive message
 Present a short, clear (no jargon), 

focused message
 Easy = true

 Make sure your call to action or 
action steps follow all the criteria 
(use the checklist)

 If possible:
 Present action steps in positive 

wording
 Avoid negatives, blame, fear, or shame
 Use personal pronouns

CALL TO ACTION ATTRIBUTES
 Short
 Clear
 Simple
 Concrete
 Forceful
 Actionable
 Practical
 Easy to remember
 Convinces/compels audience 

to change
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Crafting your (spoken) message

 Present a short, clear (no jargon), focused message
 Anxious people can’t absorb lots of information
 Get to the bottom line: only what is most important now
 Keep answers short and focused (no longer than 2 minutes)
 Don’t explain in technical terms

 Get to the point
 Put most important information first
 Provide only relevant information, what they need to know right now
 Don’t add background information

 Give people things to do (action steps)
 Present action steps in positive wording
 Avoid negatives
 Describe benefits of action
 3-part steps: must do X, should do Y, can do Z
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Crafting your (spoken) message
 When the news is good, start with continued concern, then 

state good news
 Although cases are still high, we have seen a steady decline in number 

of cases this week
 Although we still have some vaccine shortages, 85% of the country is 

now receiving the needed doses
 Repeat the message often (latency effect)
 Reflects durability and credibility

 Use personal pronouns (humanizing effect)
 WE are committed (not FETP, CDC, or MOH is committed)
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The STARCC principle
Purpose: The timely and effective sharing or dissemination of 
information about a high stress topic or event so that people can 
make an informed decision to take appropriate action

Your public messages in a crisis must be
S Simple Use short simple words
T Timely Give them information now
A Accurate Be straightforward
R Relevant Answer their questions and give action steps
C Credible Show empathy and openness 
C Consistent The slightest change in the message is upsetting
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Checklist for your messages: does your message…

 Apply risk communication principles
 Use plain language, simple words (no jargon)
 Refute negative allegations without repeating them (use 

the truth sandwich)
 Give positive doable action steps
 Have an honest, open tone
 Provide clarity

 Avoid humor
 Avoid judgmental phrases, shame, or scolding
 Avoid extreme speculation
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CASE STUDY: 
COVID-19 
VACCINE
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Key issue: what are the barriers?
 Surgo ventures survey (https://surgoventures.org/)
 Conducted a psychobehavioral segment profiles
 Survey sample of 2,747 U.S. adults >18 years old (December 21, 

2020‒January 4, 2021) 
 What drives someone to get (or not get) vaccinated?

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f7671d12c27e40b67ce4400/t/602fb213fa39760e98d41107/1
613738515783/FINAL_Surgo+Ventures+General+Population+Survey+Summary.pdf
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Understand where people stand on the spectrum
Willingness to vaccinate falls on a continuum from acceptance, to 
questioning, to doubt, to reticence, to rejection

Vaccine hesitancy continuum
Persuadable (43%)

Most likely Least likely

Enthusiast Cost-anxiousWatchful System 
distruster

Conspiracy 
believer

40% 20% 14% 17%9%
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Issues considered

 Early adopter?
 Who are they?
 Key barriers?
 How to convince them?
 COVID-19 worry?
 Health access?

 Beliefs?
 What is their community 

doing?
 Where do they get their 

health information?
 Who do they seek advice 

from?
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Psychobehavioral Segment Profiles
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Seven variables

1. Health insurance status 
2. Cost barriers to medical care (whether an individual had 

delayed medical care in the past year because of cost) 
3. Degree to which an individual agreed the COVID-19 vaccine 

was unsafe 
4. Degree of worry about COVID-19 
5. Early adoption (whether an individual said they would get 

COVID vx in first 3 months it is offered) 
6. Conspiratorial belief score
 Vx would insert a tracking chip
 COVID-19 is caused by ring of people who manipulate world events
 COVID-19 is being exploited by government to control people 

7. Perception of racial fairness in medical system
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RESOURCES
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TEPHINET Risk 
Communication Training

www.tephinet.org/risk-
communication-training-

english

https://surgoventures.org/portfolio/
action-areas/getting-the-covid-19-
vaccine-to-those-who-need-it-most

SURGO Case Study: Getting 
the COVID-19 vaccine to 
those who need it most
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Pascale Krumm
Health communications specialist, CDC

pkrumm@cdc.gov
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ADDITIONAL 
SLIDES: SURGO 
FINDINGS
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Persuadables have one common concern

 Common concern: vx safety
 Vx testing and approval process
 Side effects 

 Solutions could include
 Don’t say “side-effects,” use “expected reactions” 
 Mention what is known about these reactions

 Ex: blood-clots are extremely rare, less than 1 in 1 million
 Explain that the vx process is credible

 Reduced timeline comes from removing bureaucracy rather than 
clinical checkpoints

 Highlight that long-term expected reactions of vx do not last beyond 2 
months

KEEP IT CLEAR & SIMPLE 
& USE PLAIN LANGUAGE
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Dealing with the watchful
 Barrier to overcome: community norms 
 Solutions could include
 Give examples of people they know are getting vx and have positive 

experiences 
 Hold community vx events where they can see who’s getting vx, get their 

concerns addressed
 Share data on vx safety
 Encourage discussions among trusted family members
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Dealing with the cost-anxious

 Barrier to overcome: cost and/or time 
 Solutions could include
 Say that the vx is 100% free
 Make vx available at work sites
 Offer employees time off to get the vx
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Dealing with system distrusters

 Barriers to overcome: trust, access, inequity 
 Solutions could include: 
 Host vx clinics in trusted non-healthcare settings with providers that reflect 

one’s own community
 Have listening sessions with trusted local community leaders asking, 

“What is your ideal vx/healthcare experience?” 
 Be transparent about equity: Track and share data on vx disparities
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Dealing with conspiracy believers
 Skeptics with specific and deeply-held beliefs on topic
 Believe in at least one conspiracy theory:* 
 84% believe that COVID-19 is exploited by government to control people
 65% believe COVID-19 was caused by a ring of people who secretly 

manipulate world events 
 36% believe microchips are implanted with the COVID-19 vaccine

 Solution: avoid trying to debunk what they believe
 Listen, acknowledge how they feel
 Present the facts
 Emphasize that vx is a personal choice
 Emphasize the emotional component: “getting vx helps protect you, your 

family, friends, and community”

8: US numbers; 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f7671d12c27e40b67ce4400/t/602fb6b16a304f5bc0d5d133/1
613739697991/FINAL+Press+Release-Surgo+Ventures+Gen+Pop+Survey+%281%29.pdf
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